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THE VISION OF THERMOPATCH
For 85 years Thermopatch has been the leader in the development and  

production of emblems, transfers and labels for textiles. We strive to be  

the global market leader in corporate identity by always ensuring  

a clear vision when it comes to quality and sustainable, energy- 

efficient production methods. Our goal is to continuously develop  

and improve.  We do this by continuously aligning the product and  

service we offer with the needs of our clients and by responding to 

changes in the market.

THE MISSION OF THERMOPATCH
Our mission is to promote socially, economically and ecologically  

sustainable development programs, through building on our knowledge  

and experience. This is achieved by effectively combining these goals  

and methods. Through innovative processes, and a unique textile  

finishing technology, we aim to continue to distinguish ourselves in  

the market with the production of the highest quality products and  

tailor-made services for all our clients.

Thermopatch is committed to the continuous adaptation of ten  

universally accepted principles in the field of human rights and anti- 

corruption for all activities. The core values of health and safety, the 

environment, the highest ethical behavior and respect for people are 

directly in line with the established values in the Global Compact of the 

United Nations.
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THE COMPANY
Since 1934, Thermopatch has been established as an internationally 

operating organization that specialises in emblems, transfers and label  

solutions. We are active in various sectors: hospitality, healthcare, indus- 

try, textile care and sports. Customers recognize and appreciate our  

expertise, the best possible service and high quality products. We are 

proud of our groundbreaking technologies, innovations and services.  

The integration of an environmentally friendly and sustainable strategy  

for both production and logistics makes our global business vision  

distinctive.

From its headquarters in Syracuse, New York in the United States, and  

the European centre in Almere, the Netherlands, Thermopatch reaches 

more than 90 countries. In co-operation with our extensive network of 

experienced distributors and their local knowledge and skills, we are 

able to serve our customers worldwide and achieve our operational 

goals.

THE MARKET
The use of promotional products often works more effectively than  

advertising. It is no wonder that in the world of promotional wear,  

the range of textiles and other merchandise is vast. The aim is to  

continuously bring a message or brand to the attention of the public.  

One essential requirement is that the product as a whole has a high- 

quality appearance. After all, it is a symbol of the excellence of a company. 

This ethos also applies to the Thermopatch range of products.  

From T-shirts to caps, from towels to jackets; we have multiple, high- 

quality variations in emblems or transfers for every client.

Thermopatch only designs and produces emblems and transfers that 

give promotional wear the best appearance. Heat seal, embroidery 

and flexible transfers: our extensive range offers a customized 

solution for every corporate identity question.

For more information, go to:
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ALWAYS EFFECTIVE, 
ALWAYS VISIBLE

A product with a company logo or a well-known ad- 
vertising slogan; we see this around us every day.  
Promotional wear is an effective, powerful way to  
promote a company or brand. An employee, customer  
or consumer seen wearing such clothing, also contributes 
to a professional image and to brand awareness.
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UNIQUE IN QUALITY AND APPEAL

T-shirts, polos, caps, umbrellas and textile bags:  

Thermopatch has a suitable transfer or emblem  

for every product. A few examples from our exten- 

sive range:

Flextrans
A very flexible transfer that is ideal for sportswear 

and promotional items. Flextrans is characterised  

by high print quality and detailed graphics. All  

dimensions and colours - iNcluding high visibility  

colours - are possible.

Textra Sport
A transfer based on years of experience in combina- 

tion with the latest digital printing techniques. Very 

stretchable and with a high-quality appearance.  

Textra Sport is an ideal product for stretch fabrics 

such as sportswear offering high print quality and 

durability. Available in any desired size and shape.

Starlight
Thanks to its reflective properties, Starlight is desig-

ned to attract attention. When the light fades, the 

wearer is clearly visible. An ideal transfer for promo-

tional clothing during special events. The smooth 

and silky Starlight transfer also enhances and high-

lights sportswear. 

Reflective emblems and  
plotter tranfers
Standing out is guaranteed with our reflective  

emblems and plotter transfers! Reflective emblems  

can be printed in colour. They are manufactured  

using a special technique that produces high  

definition images on reflective surfaces. Plotter  

transfers are only available in silver.

Sublifix
Specially developed for promotional textiles where 

colours may bleed into the material. Sublifix may 

be applied with minimal risk to virtually all kinds of 

sportswear and softshell clothing.  A detailed transfer,  

available in any shape or colour.

Digiline
A 3D effect, extra gloss, a woven look or a combination of these effects;  

all are possible with Digiline. A strong and flexible quality emblem  

that is extremely suitable for promotional purposes. Digiline is for 

everyone who wants to present a club name, logo or sponsor in the  

best possible way. 

Hot transfers
From a T-shirt to a tennis ball; a hot transfer is the answer. Hot  

transfers provide clear and sharp images which keep their appearance  

wash after wash. Their flexibility and ease of use make them ideal for  

applying logos and decorative designs; and much more besides!
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A PERFECT APPEARANCE

If you are looking for high-quality emblems and transfers for pro-

motional wear, Thermopatch is the right choice. Our products are  

perfectly suited for the high-tech materials of today. Unprecedented 

possibilities and fantastic printing techniques make the look of each 

article perfect. From heat seal to embroidery, from transfer to label: 

we simply have the best answer for every situation or demand in the 

industry.

Typical applications of emblems and transfers for promotional purposes:

• T-shirts • Safety vests  • Backpacks

• Towels  • Pluch stuffed toys  • Bibs 

• Polo’s   • BBQ aprons  • Scarves

• Bathrobes • Baby clothes  • Gloves

• Sweaters • Beanies  • Balls

• Textile and • Body warmers   • Oven mitts 

   nylon bags • Shoes/sneakers  • Caps  
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Thermopatch’s extensive range of heat seal ma-

chines offers the desired model for every type of  

user. Will it be a manually operated heat seal 

machine for low volumes? Or a compressed air- 

powered model with double press platens for  

large batches? Whichever model you choose, our 

equipment works quickly, precisely and offers 

maximum efficiency. Recommended heat seal  

machines for promotional wear include: 

  NL-28
Experience optimal ease of use with the NL-28. With 

more workspace and an extendable bottom plate 

of 40x50 cm it delivers additional freedom to seal 

a transfer or emblem. Thanks to the quick release 

system, and with the optional set of four different 

platens,  you can quickly find the right configuration 

for every job.

  NL-30
A large, user-friendly and especially efficient heat 

sealing machine. The smart electronics of the NL-30 

make entering settings very easy. Settings, such as 

time and temperature, can be set in an instant. An 

added option is the possibility to store five favorite 

settings in memory.

  NL-33 AUTO MAXI
This modern, double-headed pneumatic heat seal  

press with large press platens (40 × 50 cm), offers  

ptimal results. As one item is sealed, the next piece  

can be placed on the other platen. The optional  

laser pointer ensures that an emblem or transfer 

can be sealed with extreme accuracy.

 NL-35
A pneumatic heat seal machine that can handle  

almost any job. The electronics have been specially 

developed to make setting the pressure and tem-

perature as easy as possible. For this machine a set  

of four bottom platens in various sizes is available, 

ensuring that the NL-35 offers a solution for every 

job. Even shoes are easy to seal! 

  NL-40
Attach logos to balls and caps with this hand-operated heat seal press. 

Even shoes are easily labelled. The different styles of platen can be 

mounted on the NL-40 without the need for tools. The smart electronics 

of this machine have been developed in such a way that the required 

parameters such as pressing time and temperature can be set quickly.

  DP-Junior
The best results for the direct marking of logos, codes or washing  

instructions can be achieved with the DP-Junior. An economical, direct 

printing machine for all textiles. The print is transferred using a heated  

cliché plate. In addition, it is possible to add variable text by sliding  

single letters or numbers into a track on the cliché plate.

HEAT SEAL EQUIPMENT
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THERMOPATCH 
WORKS:
A simple and fast way to place orders for existing designs

UNIQUE CUSTOMER ARCHIVE 
Don’t waste time searching through old documents;  

simply enter the name of your logo.

RECOGNIZE YOUR LOGO QUICKLY 

Each design is shown on your screen and has a unique number.

COMPLETE ORDER HISTORY
Check your sales figures and inventory levels using your order 

history.

EMAIL US YOUR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Follow a few simple steps to communicate your new design  

requirements immediately.

ORDER IN YOUR OWN TIME
A special section for designs awaiting your approval is always 

available. You can view, document, distribute, print and save 

designs.

LAST MINUTE CORRECTIONS
Choose this option and enter your instructions. It’s that easy.

USER-FRIENDLY SYSTEM
Fully available online, without any training or additional software 

required.

OUR EXTENDED RANGE OFFERS A LOT 
OF CHOICE, WHATEVER YOU NEED
Our team of specialists are happy to help you further.

ORDER ONLINE, 
AN EFFECTIVE APPROACH

OUR ONLINE ORDERING MODULE 
HELPS YOU TO MANAGE YOUR  
CORPORATE IDENTITY EFFECTIVELY
Thermopatch believes in top-level service.  

A team of experts is available online to advise 

you on the best branding and labelling solu- 

tions available, and guide you towards the  

best option.

Our online ordering system is a unique way  

to order your emblems and transfers. The use 

of additional software is not required. In the 

system you can also create your own personal  

archive quickly and easily. You can view, save 

and retrieve designs with just a simple mouse 

click.
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